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I enjoy waking up early; it seems to add so much
to the day, which is why I’m on the rooftop terrace
of Casa Encantada in the Guatemalan highlands,
witnessing a Technicolor Antigua dawn, a cup of
coffee warming my hands.
I look down on brilliant bougainvilleas carpeting the adobe walls that envelop colonial
homes. A calico cat creeps across a sea of
red-tiled rooftops that crown the walled compounds, baroque churches, and stately official

dream weavers
Ancient culture
and natural splendor
mix in Guatemala’s
magical Antigua
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at a respectful distance from the volcanoes.There Juan Bautista Antonelli, an Italian engineer, laid out the
first planned city in the Americas.
Beginning in the center with Plaza
Mayor, he placed the cathedral to the
east and deeply arcaded government
palaces and commercial buildings to
the south, west, and north; he then
framed the square with perpendicular roads. Simply numbered from
one to nine, the calles (streets) ran
east/west and avenidas (avenues) ran
north/south. Four hundred fifty
years later, it remains unchanged.
Today’s visitors add their own footsteps to the centuries of those that
came before them, and the worn
cobblestones seem to radiate with an
exquisite energy left behind by the
millions of souls that have trod them.
During the height of its golden
age — the mid-18th century —
Antigua’s cathedral
overlooks the Plaza Mayor,
a popular gathering place.

buildings. White flaking paint is
punctuated with riotous terra cotta,
pink, turquoise, and violet blue —
the colors that paint the sky and surrounding ring of mountains as the
morning sun breaks over the horizon. It’s a magical morning.
Antigua sits 28 miles west of
Guatemala City at 5,000 feet, tucked
into an impressive mountain range
said by Spanish conqueror Hernán
Cortés to resemble a crumpled piece
of paper. Among the towering peaks,
three volcanoes stand out. Acatenango and Fuego, the two lesser, snug
together in the southwest, and imposing Agua looms in the south. At
daybreak, I can see Agua in its full
glory, but around 7 a.m. a thin ring
of clouds settles down, resting like a
hat over its snowy summit.
There is no traffic yet; it’s just me,
the cat, and dozens of birds, their
songs occasionally interrupted by
the shrill whistle and muffled foomp
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of fireworks. Pyrotechnics start before dawn in Antigua, where namesakes honor the feast day of their
saints, in addition to celebrating their
own birthdays. It is one of many
enchanting customs in the local
weave of Catholicism and indigenous myth. This town is cut
from an elaborate cloth whose
threads of ancient Mayan civilization
are interlaced with the mores of
Spanish conquistadores and richly
embroidered by the dramatic effects
of Mother Nature.
In 1524, when Cortés’ vanquishing army hacked its way through
the jungles of Mexico into what
is now Guatemala, it encountered
cities mostly abandoned 2,000 years
earlier by the Maya. Their rich
legacy — mathematics, astronomy,
engineering, cultural traditions, and
legends — was still alive in the
5 million descendants still living in
small, scattered communities when

the Europeans arrived.The invaders
practically wiped out the Maya with
war and disease. Those who survived were subjugated, resettled
into reducciones (small Indian villages). Their creative talents were
translated into architectural wood
and stone carvings as they built
cities. Cities like Antigua.
Originally situated 37 miles northwest of its present location, Antigua
was first named Santiago de los Caballeros to honor St. James, patron saint
of the conquistadores, and was established as the area’s first capital in 1524.
It dominated Central America for
over 200 years despite moving twice
during the first 17 years, first because
of warring Maya and then because
of a flood that destroyed the city.
The third time was the charm,
and Santiago de los Caballeros relocated to its current place in the
fertile highland valley of Panchoy,
protected by a ring of mountains and

Santiago de los Caballeros was a
queen of the New World, ranking
with Lima and Mexico City as a
cultural and artistic center. In 1739,
a particularly prolific architect,
Diego de Porres, put the crowning
touch — the entrancing Fountain
of the Sirens — on Plaza Mayor,
where it continues to lure admirers.
Earthquakes persisted, but architects produced more durable
designs during their continual renovations, so dozens of buildings
from that period still stand. But in
1773, when a devastating quake
damaged every single structure in
town, King Charles III of Spain
cut his losses and ordered the capital moved again.
When three-quarters of Santiago de los Caballeros’ 20,000 inhabitants abandoned the area for their
new capital, Guatemala City, they

affectionately renamed their old
home Antigua Guatemala (old
Guatemala). Left behind was a dedicated group of advocates, mostly
writers, artists, and philosophers,
who were convinced of the town’s
self-rejuvenating powers to once
again rise from its ashes. For 150
years, the ragtag town languished
as the cherished home of devoted
bohemians who felt they lived in
the most special place. In 1944,
the government, finally recognizing Antigua as a precious cultural
treasure, declared it a national
monument and began restoration.

When three-quarters of Santiago de los
Caballeros’ 20,000 inhabitants abandoned the
area for their new capital, Guatemala City,
they affectionately renamed their old home
Antigua Guatemala (old Guatemala).
This photo: Selling cala lilies in
the Mercado de Artesanias;
above: A street that leads to
the Agua volcano; left: Casa
Santo Domingo, a luxury hotel
built among the ruins of a
Spanish colonial monastery

This photo: The Santa Rosa
Church, now tucked away
on private property; right:
Posade del Angel, one of
Antigua’s chic boutique hotels;
below: Martha Hettich takes
a break from weaving at the
Mercado de Artesanias.

“I loved the multicolored facades of the houses.
And the people were so friendly and loving;
always extending a helping hand … taking care of
each other. There are more people, and it’s busier
now, but I’m still under Antigua’s spell.”

on 4a. Calle Poniente, talking while
we dodge light traffic.
“I was passing through, heading
to Bolivia in 1971, but Antigua
captivated me,” she remembers.
“Walking down 5a. Avenida, I
looked up to see all three volcanoes and the two mountain ranges.
It was strangely comforting to be
in this green valley; there was a
quietness, a peacefulness — like a
step back in time. I loved the multicolored facades of the houses.
And the people were so friendly
and loving; always extending a
helping hand … taking care of
each other.There are more people,
and it’s busier now, but I’m still
under Antigua’s spell.”
We cross the boulevard Alameda
de Santa Lucia, toward a bustling
market, and negotiate a left turn to a
serene courtyard of shops — the
Mercado de Artesanias. Martha leads

me directly to the best of the best. A
young Mayan woman emerges from
her sea of stacked huipiles (blouses),
cargador (woven lengths of cloth used
for carry-alls), cortes (skirts), tzutes
(head cloths), and heavily embroidered aprons — traditional for the
Mayan bride.“This is Gladys Mendez
from the village of Santa Maria de
Jesus,” Martha introduces. “She and
her mother sell old textiles that they
collect from outlying villages.
“There are two ways to go when
buying textiles: old or new. I go
for these wonderful old examples,
when women created clothing
just for their families. They tend to
show the most complicated techniques — entire huipiles with
traditional motifs in double-faced
brocading, embroidered neck openings and finely matched randa, in
which the sections of fabric are connected with intricate embroidery.”

— Martha Hettich

In 1976, another earthquake
ripped it apart, but once again
the magical town hung on.
When resilient Antiguenos secured
a Unesco World Heritage Site designation in 1979, global interest
sparked a renewal. Europeans and
Americans were inexplicably drawn
to this extraordinary place tucked
into the Guatemalan highlands and
began a migration that continues
today. While thousands of annual
visitors are captivated by Antigua’s
charm, hundreds, still drawn to the
city by its special energy, decide
to stay and settle here as consultants, guides, artists, and teachers.
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I’m here to meet and learn from
one of them. Martha Hettich is a
Kentuckian who, after studying art
history at the University of Dallas,
became intrigued by a unique
weaving method done on a backstrap loom. It is a technique rarely
seen today outside the few remaining traditional Mayan communities
sprinkled across Mexico and Central America. Planning to study
the method firsthand, she sold all
her belongings and in 1971 set
out, backpacking down the PanAmerican Highway and stopping at
Antigua. There she learned to
weave on the backstrap loom. She
studied Mayan traditions, made
friends in remote villages, wrote
academic papers, and consulted
with museums and collectors from
around the world. She escorted

enthusiasts to Mayan villages to
meet weavers and to the markets
and shops that offer their vividly
colored, intricate handiwork. Martha became the preeminent local
expert on Mayan textiles, and she’s
willing to teach me.
The curtain has come down on
my sunrise show here on the Casa
Encantada terrace, so I tie on my
sneakers and walk four blocks to
meet Martha on the west side of
Plaza Mayor at popular Café Condessa. She’s easy to spot in a white
polo shirt, denim capris, and white
tennis shoes, with reading glasses
hung on a string around her neck;
her big smile and gray eyes are
framed with pewter hair.
“Let’s go,” she urges as I guzzle
caffeine, “the mercado is less crowded
early.” We walk four blocks west

While they are at it, they weave in a little
magic, something to placate the gods: fertility
symbols in wedding garments, lightning bolts to
bring good rain in farming communities ...

Mayan women generally use
five 24-inch sticks to make their
simple looms. Threads for the vertical warp are grouped into color
blocks and carefully wound in a
single layer around two parallel
sticks that are placed about five feet
apart. The top stick is attached by
string to a tree or doorway while
the second is secured to a backstrap
worn around the weaver’s waist.
Two additional sticks are then
maneuvered between the warp
threads, holding them apart to
allow the final stick, used as a shuttle or guide, to slide through with
a horizontal weft thread. The
weaver sometimes interlaces a second or even third pattern into this
basic background weave using her
fingers or a wood needle. The
tension of the loom, and therefore
the tightness of the cloth’s weave, is
created by the
[continued on page 70]

weaver’s movement back and forth as she sits on
the ground, often with a baby on
her back.
It’s peaceful work that punctuates the women’s labor-intensive
day of cooking, cleaning, and child
care. “They weave a couple of
hours in the morning, a couple
of hours in the afternoon, and then
before sunset,” Martha says. “It’s
the world’s greatest anger management tool because you can’t be
angry and concentrate on the
weave; it’s a Zen thing.”
While they are at it, they weave in
a little magic, something to placate
the gods: fertility symbols in wedding garments, lightning bolts to
bring good rain in farming communities, and along with that a stray
thread to display their humanity —
because only the gods are perfect.
According to legend, it was the
world’s creator and goddess of the
moon, Ixchel, herself a weaver,
who taught the first Mayan woman
her art by using the spider’s web as
an example. Since preconquest
times, weaving has been at the spiritual core of the Mayan community, and until just 20 years ago,
every woman was a weaver. The
techniques and designs were passed
on by example from mother to
daughter — an unbroken thread
down through the generations for
the past 8,000 years.
“Every village’s weavers produce
a unique pattern, so you can tell
where Mayans are from by what
they are wearing,” Martha explains
as we rifle through the clothes —
here a bright red and green bird
design, there a repeated purple deer,
another piece with stylized blue
and yellow flowers, or brightly
plumaged quetzals flying across, or
a rainbow of chevrons marching
up and down. I am captivated
by a periwinkle blue piece with k

[continued from page 65]
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row upon row of tiny yellow and
red birds. The tapestry weave is
reversible; the pattern as lovely on
the back as on the front.With some
negotiating, this masterpiece, likely
nine months in the making, sets me
back a whopping 250 quetzals,
which at 7.75 to the dollar is
less than US$40. I am bewitched.
“Let’s go look at new things,”
Martha insists. I follow her a few

more blocks to the Museo Casa del
Tejido (House of the Old Weaving),
where we meet Alida Perez of
San Antonio Aguas Calientes. “The
problem these days,” Martha says,“is
the young women are leaving their
villages to seek more lucrative work
in the cities and abandoning their
cultural heritage. Twenty-five years
ago, worried that the art would
vanish entirely, [she] organized

more than 33 weaving cooperatives
in villages around here.” Perez also
formed a nonprofit artisans union,
which provides technical assistance
for weavers. She is focused on sustainable development for Guatemalan artisans, and she now has
3,000 members in different parts of
the country.
I watch as two girls from the nearby village of Santa Catarina Barahona
work on their backstrap looms in the
Museo’s courtyard. Instead of family
clothing, they are making placemats
to sell to tourists in the market.“This
is the way we will save the art,” says
Martha. “With people like Alida
encouraging contemporary applications for work, from bedspreads to
backpacks, and then providing a
viable market, women can afford to
keep up the tradition.”
Since Perez began her group, several stylish boutiques around town
buy only from co-ops where the
artists have been paid a fair wage for
their work. Even then, prices are
unbelievable — around $25 buys
matching placemats and napkins for
12. “Tourism will keep weaving
alive,” Martha insists. Fighting the
urge to buy everything in sight, I
agree with her. Where else can you
go and see an ancient culture still
operating much as it did 1,000 years
ago, deftly layered into a colonial setting, itself a precious antique?
I return to Casa Encantada at twilight with a more appreciative understanding of the exquisite huipiles that
are used as decorative displays there. I
inspect one closely, noting the delicate long-stemmed flowers pelted by
bright raindrops in panels held
together by birds. Magical!
Frequent contributor Gracie Cavnar is
an enthusiastic world traveler.
Getting There: Continental offers nonstop service to Guatemala City from its
hubs in Houston and New York/Newark.
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